
Key Information for pupils, parents and carers 

https://www.thenational.academy/   

  

Oak National Academy is an ‘online classroom’ developed by a specialist team of teachers from all across 
the UK and beyond. It provides free, high-quality video based lessons and instructional resources and is 
available throughout 2020/21.  

Frequently asked questions:  

How should my 
child use Oak?   

There are four likely ways your child might use the resources.  
● A student may be directed to complete a specific lesson via our year group remote 

learning pages (Remote Learning Curriculum - Marriotts School) 
● A teacher may supply a link to a specific lesson to complete - they will post this in 

Teams or Show my homework to alert pupils.  
● A teacher may ask your child to complete specific subjects more generally.  
● Your child could search for topics they have covered already in order to re-cap, revise or 

catch up on learning done in school.  

What will my child 
need?  

Access to the internet to visit the Oak website https://www.thenational.academy/  Then each 
lesson clearly states what might be needed at the start (in most cases simply a pen and some 
paper).  

How does the Oak 
website work?  

Oak National Academy was created specifically in response to the impacts of Covid-19. The 
resources are free, there is no sign up needed, and they are designed to complement your 
child’s teaching or to support them during more extended periods of absence. Lessons cover a 
broad range of topics (organised from  
Reception class to Year 11).   
 
Each lesson is scheduled for approximately 1 hour and will include a range of support materials 
including pre-recorded videos by specialist teachers from across the UK who are working for the 
academy, along with slides, quizzes, worksheets and activities.   

How does an Oak 
lesson work? 

From the home page of the Oak site, click ‘Lessons’.  
  
The landing page will give you a quick overview of the lesson. 
From here click the “start lesson” button. 
 

 

Next you may have an introductory quiz to complete, this is similar to 
the “5 a day” tasks we complete in lesson. Click on the “Start quiz” 
button to complete the quiz. 
 

 

The main body of the lesson will then be through a teacher lead video. 
This will allow you to pause to complete tasks or to watch a section 
again. You should complete all tasks on paper or in your exercise book. 
Take your time to really understand what you are learning.  

 
 

Lessons often finish with a quick quiz to test your understanding. Click 
on the “Start quiz” button to complete the quiz. If you still have time 
you may wish to review any incorrect answers.  

 


